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Combined membership was too restricted. The intention was appa-
in a singk relltiy {0 conlBne the new corporation to nineteen members,
^ who claimed' the sole use ' of the trade to Turkey and Venice
on the plea that they had spent forty thousand pounds in
maintaining ambassadors and consuls and in other charges,
and had hazarded their estates ' in making trials and per-
fecting unfrequented trades'. Their claim was fortified by
the threat to withdraw from the enterprise if they were
compelled to admit others, " who have no regard as to what
a weighty matter it is not to overcharge a trade "x. But
the opposition was successful in enlarging the membership,
and the new charter (1592) enumerated fifty-three persons
and offered the option of joining to twenty more2. This
charter incorporated the two groups in one company, and
conferred on them the exclusive privilege of trading for a
term of twelve years in the dominions of Turkey and Venice,
* and also by land through the countries of the Grand Signior
into and from East India', together with the sole right to
import currants and wines of Candia3.
Organized The Company which traded with Turkey from 1581 to
asajoint j^88 had been organized on a joint-stock basis, and the
question arose whether the new company should be joint
stock or regulated. Harborne, who had been ambassador
in Constantinople, recommended " the traffic to be continued
as formerly in one joint purse". "If so be this stock for
Turkey should not be ... in one joint purse (as formerly
it was), the traders shall lose rather than profit thereby " ;
and " the weaker witted—inveigled by the malicious Turk
and crafty Moor and faithless Greek (other brokers than
which be not in those parts)—shall by selling at under
prices not only bring those our commodities out of estima-
tion, but ' also through their overhasty imprudence . . .
raise the foreign commodities to excessive price, , . * By
experience of ten years' residence I do truly affirm, upon my
certain knowledge, a common purse shall utter twice so
much commodities and to more profit than when everyone
1 State Papers Domestic, 1591-1594, pp. 58-59.
8 Halduyt, The Principal Navigations (ed. 1904), vi. 75-76, 87-88.
* Ibid. vi. 73-92; State Papers Domestic, 1591-1594, pp. 169, 227

